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The $10.6 trillion U.S. corporate debt markets are at an inflection point. Last year's turmoil is in the rearview mirror, and companies are ramping up all the shareholder-friendly activities they ...

The U.S. corporate debt market is at an inflection point
Happy Thursday and welcome back to On The Money. I’m Sylvan Lane, and here’s your nightly guide to everything affecting your bills, bank account and bottom line.

On The Money: Senate braces for nasty debt ceiling fight | Democrats pushing for changes to bipartisan deal | Housing prices hit new high in June
Cooperman said bear markets are sparked by recession fears, or dangerous levels of inflation, and those drivers aren't present right now.

Billionaire investor Leon Cooperman rules out an imminent market crash, trumpets 'big tech' stocks, and sounds the national-debt alarm in a new interview. Here are the 10 best ...
Fiscal restraint, the reversal of enormous amounts of monetary stimulus, smarter regulation and job retraining are among the public policy steps that could interrupt the long U.S. tradition of ...

The next financial crisis is edging closer. There's time to stop it.
“Inspired by the new US fiscal regime to go big, the German election campaign ... precipitating a debt crisis. Given banks’ holdings of government bonds, it could become a repeat of the ...

Covid debt mountain risks a new eurozone crisis, warns Deutsche Bank
In 2011, the Seychelles, an archipelago nation of 100,000 people in the Indian Ocean, decided it should do more to protect the marine ecosystems that comprise 99% of its territory. There was just one ...

Debt-for-climate swaps can solve two problems at once
COLOMBO, Sri Lanka (AP) — Sri Lanka has cut back on imports of farm chemicals, cars and even its staple spice turmeric as its foreign exchange reserves dwindle, hindering its ability to repay a ...

Sri Lanka economy in crisis as debt mounts, reserves dwindle
Still, the sovereign debt crisis is a big enough worry on its own that new solutions are badly needed, Mustapha says. And for the IMF to frame debt swaps as a form of climate action could be what ...

The IMF wants poor countries’ debt erased in exchange for climate action
U.S. Senator Jim Risch (R-Idaho) introduced legislation to reduce the more than $28 trillion of debt held by the general public and curb unjustified spending at the federal level. The Zero Based ...

Risch Introduces Legislation to Reduce Debt, Curb Wasteful Spending
The result is a repricing of risk that should discourage the kind of reckless debt-fueled ... turn into too big to save,” said Michael Pettis, a Beijing-based professor of finance at Peking University ...

China’s Debt Reckoning Hammers ‘Too Big to Fail’ Borrowers
“This has not been the case with past global crises, and we are ... page deep dive into advancing “big government” and the whys and wherefores of rising debt burdens. Parsing differing ...

Column: Only half time in public debt match
While government aid programs helped big lenders dodge widespread defaults during the pandemic recession, they also enabled consumers and businesses to avoid new loans or lines of credit. For Bank of ...

Your Evening Briefing: Banks Suffer as Consumers Avoid Taking on Debt
Latest financial technology news, fintech news, fin tech news, open banking news, banking news, blogs opinion, analysis on Fintech Zoom.

Why A UK. Fintech Startup Is Looking Beyond Big Brands To SME Partnerships
With the economic recovery under way, how much debt companies owe in the wake of the Covid-19 crisis is a crucial indicator ... Some of the big firms that lost their investment-grade credit ...

Investors, Do You Want Your Debt Served Net or Gross?
Carnival, the largest U.S. cruise operator, saw its stock rally by about 9% in Wednesday’s trading and remains up by about 3% over the last week (five trading days). In comparison, the S&P 500 ...

Carnival Stock Surges On Big Sailing Plans. Will The Rally Continue?
these developing countries are likely to receive a big shock from this capital flight, with significant chances of a BOP and debt crisis emerging in developing countries. Yet, developing countries ...

Missing significant debt relief for developing countries
European Union leaders in Norway to collect the Nobel peace prize Sunday countered criticism of this year's award, saying Europe will emerge more united from the economic crisis and remain on a course ...

Nobel-winners vow Europe will emerge stronger from crisis
A few blocks from the gang-controlled neighborhoods where Haiti’s warlords have been massacring residents and torching homes, it is hard to separate sanctuary from perdition inside the red metal gates ...

Haiti buries a president, but its long-term crisis lives on
One of China’s most prolific debt issuers hasn ... that it can quickly turn into too big to save,” said Michael Pettis, a Beijing-based professor of finance at Peking University. “China has since the ...
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